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A TRANSLATION PRINCIPLE
FOR KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS

WAYNE NEIDHARDT

ABSTRACT. Let g be a Kac-Moody algebra defined by a symmetrizable gener-

alized Cartan matrix. We show that the multiplicity of the irreducible module

L(w\ ■ A) in the Verma module M(u>2 ■ A) depends only on the elements wi and

VJ2 of the Weyl group, and not on the dominant integral weight A, generalizing

the translation principle of Jantzen for finite-dimensional algebras.

1. Introduction. In [3], Jantzen proves a translation principle for a finite-

dimensional split semisimple Lie algebra g over a field of characteristic zero. This

implies [3, Corollary 2.15] that the multiplicity (M{w\ ■ A) : L{w2 • A)) of the

irreducible module L(w? ■ A) of highest weight w^ ■ A in the Verma module M{wi ■ A)

of highest weight Wi • X is independent of the choice of dominant integral weight

A, i.e. the multiplicity depends only on the elements w\ and w<i of the Weyl group.

We show that this result holds for the case where g is defined by a symmetrizable

generalized Cartan matrix. This is the content of Corollary 5.5.

The idea of the proof follows the same general line of argument as that of Jantzen,

but there are several difficulties in the infinite-dimensional case. One is that in the

definition of the translation functors, we must tensor with a module whose set of

weights is stable under the Weyl group. Since not all integral weights are conjugate

to dominant integral weights, we must restrict ourselves to certain translations. For

this reason, we only translate within the chamber, and do not consider the facettes

in its closure. This simplifies matters somewhat by restricting the problem, but does

not help with the solution. Even within the dominant chamber, not all translations

are possible, so we must first observe that it is enough to obtain the result for

translation from 0 to an arbitrary dominant integral weight. Next, to show what

translation does to a Verma module, we apply the Casimir operator (which plays

the role of central characters) and select one of the generalized eigenspaces. It is

not true in general that two highest weights with the same generalized eigenvalue

are in the same Weyl orbit, so care must be taken in the proof of Proposition 3.3

to show that in this case we need only consider one Weyl orbit. Finally, Jantzen's

proof that the different generalized eigenspaces are orthogonal with respect to a

contravariant form does not work in this case, and we use instead a g-module

structure on the <7(h,)-finite part of the dual of a weight module defined by an

involutive antiautomorphism of 9 to obtain this orthogonality in Proposition 4.4.

In §2, we give the basic definitions and notation associated with Kac-Moody

algebras. We introduce the Casimir operators in §3 and use them to define the

translation functors.   Contravariant forms are discussed in §4, where we prove a
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property relating Casimir operators and contravariant forms.   The main result is

proved in §5.

2. Preliminaries. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let g be the Kac-

Moody albegra over K defined by a symmetrizable i x t generalized Cartan matrix

A = (Aij), so that g is generated by elements ei,..., et and fi,...,ft, together

with its Cartan subalgebra, f), which is of dimension 2£ — rank A (cf. [4 and 7]).

Let {cti,..., a¿} be the set of simple roots, a linearly independent subset of i)*, the

dual of f), such that \h, e¿] = a¿(/i)e¿ and [h, /¿] = — a¿(/i)/¿ for all h e h, and all

i = 1,... ,¿. Let {hi,..., hg} be the set of simple coroots, a linearly independent

subset of f) such that [e¿, f¡\ = ô^hi and oti(hj) = Ají for all i and j. In particular,

<*»(/i») = 2 for i — 1,...,£.
The symmetrizability of yl gaurantees the existence of a nondegenerate invariant

symmetric bilinear form (—, —) on g, whose restriction to h, is again nondegenerate,

hence induces a nondegenerate bilinear form on f)*, which we also denote by (-,—).

For each i — 1,..., Í, define the linear involution r, on \)* by r¿(A) = A — A(/i¿)a¿

for any A € h*, and define the Weyl group W of g to be the subgroup of GL(rj*)

generated by {ri,..., r¿\. Fix pet)* such that p(/i¿) = 1 for all ¿ = 1,...,, I. Then

we also have a "dot" action of W on t)* given by w ■ A = u;(A + p) — ̂  for all w eW,

A eh*.
If M is an h-module and A e h*, let M¿ = {m e M|/i • m = A(/i)m for all

h 6 f)}, called the A-weight space of M. If M\ ^ 0, we call A a weight of M, and

we let n(M) denote the set of weights of M. In case M = ©Aeh. M,\ with all

M,\ finite-dimensional, we call M a weight module. In particular, with the adjoint

action, we have g = ©Qeh. ga- The roots of g are those a G 1)*\{0} such that

ga jt 0. We let A denote the set of roots. Then A = A+ U A~, where A+ is the

set of positive roots relative to {ai,..., a¿} and A- is the set of negative roots.

Let n+ be the subalgebra of g generated by {ei,...,e¿}, and let b = f) © n+. If

M is a g-module, X ei)*, and there is a nonzero vector v € M\ such that n+ ■ v = 0

and M = U(g)v, then we call M a highest weight module of weight A.

For any A € I)*, let K{X) be the one-dimensional b-module which is n+-trivial

and whose unique weight is A.  The induced module M(X) = U(g) ®u(b) K{X) is

called the Verma module of weight A. It is well known that M(A) is the universal

highest weight module of weight A, and that M(A) has a unique irreducible quotient,

which we denote by L(X), and which is also of highest weight A.

Let P+ = {X e fj*|A(fij) is a nonnegative integer for all i = 1, ...,£}. It is

easy to see that when A E P+, II(L(A)) is invariant under W; in fact dimL(A)M =

dim L(X)WI1 for all pel)* and w e W when A E P+.

We partially order rj* by p < X if A — p is a nonnegative integral linear combina-

tion of the simple roots ai,... ,a¿. If A 6 h*, let C(A) denote the full subcategory of

the category of g-modules consisting of those modules M which are weight modules

such that p e U(M) implies p < X (cf. [8]).

We will need certain types of nitrations of modules in C(X) by submodules.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let M be an object in C{X). By a highest weight series

(HWS) for M, we mean a filtration 0 = M0 C Mi C • ■ • of M by submodules such

that M = \Ji>0 Mi and each factor í¿ = M¿/M¿_i is a highest weight module.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let M be an object in C(A). By a Verma Series (VS) for

M, we mean a filtration 0 = Mq C Mi  C • • •  of M by submodules such that
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M — \Ji>0Mi ana- eac^ factor Fi — Mi/Mi-i is isomorphic to some M(A¿). In

case M has a VS, we write (M : M{p)) for the number of occurrences of M{p) as

a factor. This is independent of the choice of VS for M.

REMARK. Any VS is a HWS, but although any object in (7(A) has a HWS, it
does not necessarily have a VS.

Observe that if L is an object in C(X — p), then M(p) ®x L is an object in C(A).

The following result is fairly standard.

PROPOSITION 2.3 [2, PROPOSITION 1.10]. Let p € f)* and L be an object in

C(X - p). Then M(p) ®k L has a VS, and (M(p) ®K L : M(v)) = dimZ/„_M for
any v e h*.

DEFINITION 2.4 [1]. Let M be an object of C(X), and let p e h*. By a local

composition series (LCS) for M at p, we mean a finite filtration 0 = M0 C Mi c

• ■ • C Mn = M of M by submodules such that each factor Fi = Mt/M¿_i either

has no weights > p or is isomorphic to some Z/(A¿). We write (M : L(p)) for the

number of occurrences of L(p) as a factor in any LCS for M at p (or at any v < p),

which is independent of the choice of LCS.

REMARK. For any object M in (7(A) and any p e h*, an LCS for Mat// always

exists. Also, it is clear that (M : L{p)) ^ 0 if and only if L(p) is a subquotient of

M.

3.    Casimir operators and translation functors. Fix A € h*.   For each

a e A+, let {ea',... ,e,a } be a basis for ga, where m(a) = dimga, and let

{fa   , • • •, fa } be the dual basis of g_a with respect to the form (-, -}. For

any object M in C(X), it is clear that

m(a)

ti,m = E E /W
a£A+   t=l

acts as a well-defined linear transformation on M. Define I^.aí so that r2,M acts

on Mv by the scalar (v + p,v + p) for each v e II(M). Then TM = I\m + r2,M

is called the Casimir operator on M. These operators were introduced in [5]. It

is well known that in case M is a highest weight module of weight w ■ v for some

w e W and v e h*, Y m acts as the scalar (y + p, v + p) on M.

Proposition 3.1 [2, Propositions 4.5 and 4.7]. For any object M in

C{X) and any k 6 K, let M^ be the generalized eigenspace in M for the eigenvalue

k o/TM. Then M = @keK M*'. Furthermore, if 0 = M0 C Mi C ■ • • is a HWS

for M, where each factor Fi = M¿/Mt_i is of highest weight A¿, then M^ has a

HWS whose factors are precisely those Fi such that (A¿ 4- p, A¿ + p) = k, in order.

For any g-module homomorphism 4> : M —> TV in C{X), cp(M^) Ç N^k\ and the

assignment M t—» M^ together with restriction of maps is an exact functor on

C(X).

DEFINITION 3.2 [3, §2.10]. For any A, ft € if, define the exact functor T* from

C{p) to (7(A) by
T¿M = (M ®k ¿(A - p))^x+P'x+^\

called the translation from p to A.
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REMARK. In [3], the translation T* is only defined for those M such that

M = M^<i+P'(i+P^, and when A - p is an integral weight. Although we will only

apply the functors in this case, it is not necessary for our purposes to make such

restrictions.

Proposition 3.3. Let X e P+, w e w. Then T¿M(w ■ o) s M{w ■ A).

PROOF. By Proposition 2.3, M(w ■ 0) ®K L(X) has a VS with

(M{w-Q)®KL{X): M{p)) = dim^A),,.«^

for any p e h*. Thus, if M(p) occurs as a factor, then p = w ■ 0 + x for some

X e n(L(A)). Now, W ■ 0 + II(L(A)) is stable under the dot action of W, and all

its elements are < A, so that by [2, Proposition 2.9], p = w' • y for some w' e W

and v e (W ■ 0 + II(L(A))) with v + p e P+. (Just choose u eW ■ p with A - v

minimal.) Now T$M{w ■ 0) has a VS whose factors are those M(p) with p = w'v

as described above with the additional condition that {p + p,p + p) = (X + p,X + p).

But then {u + p, v + p) = (A + p, X + p) and v < X with X e P+ and v + p e P+.

By [2, Proposition 2.12], v = X. Thus T¿M(w • 0) has a VS whose factors are all

of the form M(w' ■ A) with w' 6 W. But now, we have

{T$M(w -0) : M{w' -A)) = dimL(X)w>.X-w.0 = dimL(X){wi)-Hw,.x_w.0)

= <H™-L(X)x-(w>)-iw.o = ¿V.tiM

since (tu')-1iD'0 < 0 whenever w' ^ w. Thus the VS has only one factor, isomorphic

to M{w ■ A).

4. Contravariant forms. Let a : g —* g be the involutive antiautomorphism

defined by a(ei) = fi for t = 1,... ,t and a(h) = h for all h e h. This induces an

antiautomorphism of Í7(g), which we denote also by a.

DEFINITION 4.1. A bilinear form (—, -) on a g-module M is said to be con-

travariant if (urrii,m2) = (mi,c>(u)m2) for all u e 17(g) and all mi,rri2 G M.

PROPOSITION 4.2 [3, SATZ 1.6(b)]. Let M be a highest weight module. Then

M has a nonzero contravariant form, uniquely determined up to scalar multiples,

and this form is nondegenerate if and only if M is irreducible.

For the next proposition, we will need to define a g-module structure on the dual

of a weight module which differs from the usual structure. The basic properties of

this g-module structure are noted in [1].

DEFINITION 4.3. Let M be a weight module. Define M° to be the g-module

whose underlying vector space is the Í7(h)-finite part of M*, with g-module action

defined by (z • f)(m) = f{o{x) ■ m) for all x e g, / 6 Ma, and me M.

M \~* Ma, together with transposition of g-module homomorphisms, defines an

exact, contravariant functor on (7(A) for any A € h*. Using this fact, we see that

for any LCS for M, there is an LCS for Ma with the order of the irreducible factors

reversed. In particular, (M : L(p)) = (Ma,L{p)) for any p € h*.

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let X e h*, and let M be an object in (7(A). Suppose M

has a contravariant form (—,—). Then the various M^k\ k e K, are pairwise

orthogonal.

PROOF. Suppose k ^ k', and consider the restriction of the form to M^ x

M(k">. For any m € M^k\ the map (m, -) : M^k"> —» K is in the i/(h)-finite part
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of Af'* ) , and in fact the assignment m t-+ (m, —) is a g-module homomorphism

4> : A/(fc) —+ M(fe )CT, by the contravariance of the form. Now, any irreducible

subquotient L(p) of M^k 'CT is also a subquotient of M^k ) by the above remarks,

so that (p + p,p + p) = fc'. This implies that M(fc')a = (M(-k">a)(k">. On the other

hand, the functoriality in Proposition 3.1 implies that <p(M^) Ç (M(fc )CT)(fe'. Since

(iW(fc')or)(*0n(Af(fc')<T)(fc') = 0 by the directness of the decomposition in Proposition

3.1, we must have {M^k )<T)(fe' = 0, and hence 0 = 0, which proves the proposition.

5. The translation principle. The following lemma is the key to the main

theorem. The proof is based on that of [3, Satz 2.4], but we need Proposition 4.4

for the orthogonality, along with a consequence of Proposition 3.3.

LEMMA 5.1.   Let XeP+, w eW.  ThenT$L(w-0) = L{w-X) orT$L{w-0) = 0.

PROOF. Since L{w ■ 0) and L(X) have nondegenerate contravariant forms, so

does L(w ■ 0) ®k L(X). (Simply take the tensor product of the two forms.) Since

the various {L{w ■ 0) <&k L{X))^k\ k e K, are pairwise orthogonal by Proposition

4.4, we have that the restriction of this form to

TxL{w • 0) = (L{w • 0) ®k L(X))«X+P'X+P»

is nondegenerate. But L(w-0) is a quotient of M(w-0) and T$ is exact, so TqL(w-0)

is a quotient of T0AM(w • 0) = M{w ■ A), by Proposition 3.3. Thus T$L{w ■ 0) is

either zero or a highest weight module of weight w ■ X. Since it has a nondegenerate

contravariant form, the result follows from Proposition 4.2.

LEMMA 5.2. Let X e P+, p € h*, and w e W. If 0 = M0 C Mx C • • • C
Mn = M(w ■ 0) is an LCS for M(w -0) at p - X, then 0 = T¿M0 C T^Mi C • • • C

r0AMn =" M(w ■ A) is an LCS for M(w ■ A) at p.

PROOF. Since T0A is an exact functor, r0AM¿/r(AMI_1 = T¿(Mi/Ml-i) for

each i = 1,...,n. If M¿/Mj_i has no weights > p - A, then Tq (M¿/Mi_i) ç

(Mi/Mi-i) (8>k L(X) has no weights > p. On the other hand, if M¿/M¿_i is ir-

reducible, it is of the form L(w' ■ 0) for some w' e W by [6, Theorem 4.2 and 8,

Lemma 8.2], and hence Tq(Mí/Mí-i) is irreducible or zero by Lemma 5.1.

THEOREM 5.3.   LetXeP+.  Then for any u>i,w2eW,

(M{wi ■ A) : L(w2 ■ A)) = (M(w, ■ 0) : L{w2 ■ 0)).

PROOF. Let 0 = M0 C M, C ■ • ■ C M„ = M(wi ■ 0) be an LCS for M(w, ■ 0) at

w2 ■ 0 + w2X — X — w2 ■ X — X. Note that w2X — A < 0, so that this is also an LCS at

w2 -0, and the number of occurrences of L(w2 0) as a factor is (M(wi -0) : L(w2 -0)).

Applying Tq, we obtain an LCS for M(WfX) at w2-X by Lemma 5.2, and by Lemma

5.1 the number of occurrences of L(w2 A) as a factor is either 0 in case TqL(w2 ■ 0)

is zero, or (M(wi • 0) : L(w2 ■ 0)) in case TqL{w2 ■ 0) = L(w2 ■ A). But, by [8,

Theorem 8.15(i)], (M(wi ■ 0) : L(w2 ■ 0)) ^ 0 if and only if wi < w2 in the Bruhat

order on W, and likewise (M(wi • A) : L(w2 • A)) ^ 0 if and only if wi < w2. Thus

(M{wi ■ 0) : L(w2 ■ 0)) 7É 0 if and only if (M{wi ■ A) : L(w2 ■ A)) ̂  0, and the result

follows.
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COROLLARY 5.4.   Let X e P+.  Then T$L(w • 0) = L(w ■ A) for all w eW.

PROOF. Take w = Wi = w2 in the proof of the theorem, so that

{M(wi • 0) : L{w2 ■ 0)) = {M{w ■ 0) : L{w ■ 0)) = 1 ¿ 0.

By the proof of the theorem,

f 0 if T0AL(w-0) = 0,

(*(• • A) : L(w - A)) = | {m{w   o) ; l{w   o))    .f nL{w   o) a L(w   A)

But (M (tu ■ A) : L(w • A)) = 1 ^ 0, and the result follows.

COROLLARY 5.5.   Let X, p e P+, Wi,w2 eW.  Then (M(wi ■ A) : L{w2 ■ A)) =

{M(wi ■ p) : L(w2 ■ p)).

PROOF.  By the theorem, both sides of the equation are equal to (M(wi ■ 0) :

L(w2-0)).
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